Creating ecological flooding
zones at recreation areas
Kleine Nete (BE)

Kleine Nete river restoration

Bruges

Kleine Nete river

The Kleine Nete is a typical lowland river which had a free
meandering course and an intense relationship between valley
and river in the past. Because of former interventions, the water
course is canalized, deepened and embanked, together with the
construction of three important recreation areas: amusement
park Bobbejaanland, camping site Korteheide and recreation site
Ark van Noë.
Considering climate change, increase of paving, and the canalized
state of the river, peak discharges are substantially increased
compared to the former natural situation. For that reason, the
water manager searches for possible water storage areas also
considering the restoration of ecology. For this, we should reach a
win-win solution, which also offers opportunities to recreation.
Therefore, the aim of the project is to come to an original,
innovative concept for multifunctional use of space.
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This project is part of the global
river restorationprogram of the Kleine Nete

Dike replacement

Remeandering in
the nature reserve
'Olens Broek'

Dike replacement
and construction
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Fish passages at
the weirs
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construction of a
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Excavation of a
former sand deposal

Camping site
'Korte Heide'

Recreation site
'Ark van Noë'

New two storey parking garage to
compensate loss of parking places

Compensation area for 58
caravans

Upgrading of small stream and
make it part of the
Kleine Nete river system.
Re-organisation of the entrance to
increase the water experience of the area

Construction of new meander
through the parking

Bufferstrip along the river
Creation of parking island,
inundatable in case of high floods

Reconnection to the river of an
old, cut-off meander actually in
use as fish pond

Reconnection to the river of an old,
cut-off meander actually in use as fish pond

Green area: removing 58 permanent caravans
and turn it into a highly ecological,
inundatable place for summer camping

Dike improvement works using
natural materials

